• these are all p2p patterns
• on Statler Stitchers use them with the Apply function
• on Intelliquilters use them with the Pattern Path function
• detailed instructions as to how to use them downloadable from the website (info page / how to use)
  • when there is a pattern which has been flipped to have a one up one down
    – I have usually moved them closer together to give a shorter repeat
• in multi-curved area, patterns with their star/finish points at the half height point have a more even appearance across the curves
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digitised quilting patterns for Statler Stitcher, Intelliquilter, Compuquilter and other computerised longarm machines
Crazy Stitches

- Crazy Chevron half p2p
- Crazy Chevron p2p
- Crazy Closed Blanket p2p
- Crazy Cretan half p2p
- Crazy Herring half p2p
- Crazy Why p2p
- Crazy Cretan p2p
- Crazy Herring p2p
- Crazy Why 2way p2p
- Crazy Single Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses p2p
- Crazy Double Cross Stitch p2p
- Crazy Winter Tree p2p
- Crazy Pine Needles p2p
- Crazy Double Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses 2way p2p
- Crazy Bird Tracks p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds p2p
- Crazy Pom pom p2p
- Crazy Flower Zig Zag p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds 2way p2p
- Crazy Pom pom 2way p2p
- Crazy Flower Ziggy p2p
- Crazy Single Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses p2p
- Crazy Double Cross Stitch p2p
- Crazy Winter Tree p2p
- Crazy Pine Needles p2p
- Crazy Double Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses 2way p2p
- Crazy Bird Tracks p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds p2p
- Crazy Pom pom p2p
- Crazy Flower Zig Zag p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds 2way p2p
- Crazy Pom pom 2way p2p
- Crazy Flower Ziggy p2p
- Crazy Single Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses p2p
- Crazy Double Cross Stitch p2p
- Crazy Winter Tree p2p
- Crazy Pine Needles p2p
- Crazy Double Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses 2way p2p
- Crazy Bird Tracks p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds p2p
- Crazy Pom pom p2p
- Crazy Flower Zig Zag p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds 2way p2p
- Crazy Pom pom 2way p2p
- Crazy Flower Ziggy p2p
- Crazy Single Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses p2p
- Crazy Double Cross Stitch p2p
- Crazy Winter Tree p2p
- Crazy Pine Needles p2p
- Crazy Double Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses 2way p2p
- Crazy Bird Tracks p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds p2p
- Crazy Pom pom p2p
- Crazy Flower Zig Zag p2p
- Crazy Hanging Diamonds 2way p2p
- Crazy Pom pom 2way p2p
- Crazy Flower Ziggy p2p
- Crazy Single Arrow p2p
- Crazy Grasses p2p
- Crazy Double Cross Stitch p2p
- Crazy Winter Tree p2p
- Crazy Pine Needles p2p
Regular Patterns for Crazy Stitches (just some)
check all sashing patterns as well – many of them work particularly well
however, not all patterns have been digitised for use with this function. If you find any issues, please contact me.